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Rethinking Peace 2019-02-19 long considered a subfield of international relations and political science peace studies has solidified its place as an interdisciplinary field
in its own right with a canon degree programs journals conferences and courses taught on the subject internationally renowned centers offering programs on peace
and conflict studies can be found on every continent almost all of the scholars working in the field however are united by an aspiration attaining peace whether
positive or negative the telos of peace however itself remains undefined and elusive notwithstanding the violence committed in its name this edited volume
critically interrogates the field of peace studies considering its assumptions teleologies canons influence enmeshments with power structures biases and normative
ends we highlight four interrelated tendencies in peace studies hypostasis strong essentializing tendencies teleology its imagined end normativity the set of often
utopian and eurocentric discourses that guide it and enterprise the attempt to undertake large projects often ones of social engineering to attain this end the chapters
in this volume reveal these tendencies while offering new paths to escape them visit rethinkingpeacestudies com for further details on the rethinking peace studies
project
Rethinking Peace and Conflict Studies 19?? written by international practitioners and scholars this pioneering work offers important insights into peace mediation
practice today and the role of third parties in the resolution of armed conflicts the authors reveal how peace mediation has developed into a complex arena and how
multifaceted assistance has become an indispensable part of it offering unique reflections on the new frameworks set out by the un they look at the challenges and
opportunities of third party involvement with its policy focus and real world examples from across the globe this is essential reading for researchers of peace and
conflict studies and a go to reference point for advisors involved in peace processes
Rethinking Peace Mediation 2021-01-11 during ten days in july 2008 around fifty students and a dozen professors from twelve different european universities met
at the university of coimbra for the fifth intensive seminar of the european doctorate enhancement programme on peace and conflict eden and discussed the new
dimensions of peace and security studies their contributions reflect the research agendas of a new generation who continue to address enduring themes in peace and
conflict studies but whose formative influences are those of a complex post cold war world
Rethinking Peace and Security 2009-01-01 with the development of the atomic bomb albert einstein remarked that everything had changed except our thinking
about the world einstein and bertrand russell warned us that we have to learn to think in a new way shall we put an end to the human race or shall we renounce
war
Rethinking Peace 1994 this book presents new theoretical and conceptual perspectives on the problematique of building just and durable peace linking peace and
justice has sparked lively debates about the dilemmas and trade offs in several contemporary peace processes despite the fact that justice and peace are commonly
referred to there is surprisingly little research and few conceptualizations of the interplay between the two this edited volume is the result of three years of
collaborative research and draws upon insights from such disciplines as peace and conflict international law political science and international relations it contains
policy relevant knowledge about effective peacebuilding strategies as well as an in depth analysis of the contemporary peace processes in the middle east and the
western balkans using a variety of theoretical perspectives and empirical approaches the work makes an original contribution to the growing literature on
peacebuilding this book will be of much interest to students of peacebuilding peace and conflict studies middle eastern politics european politics and ir security
studies
Rethinking Peacebuilding 2013 rethinking the roots of terrorism seeks to explain why terrorism occurs this study provides a comprehensive interdisciplinary
survey that investigates the motivations reasons and causes of terrorism at all levels in society and more specifically in the context of the middle east
Rethinking the Roots of Terrorism 2006-04-12 this book examines the transformation of the discourse and praxis of peace from its early beginnings in the literature
on war and power to the development of intellectual and theoretical discourses of peace contrasting this with the development of practical approaches to peace and



examining the intellectual and policy evolution regarding peace
The Transformation of Peace 2016-01-08 this book traces the trajectory and different meanings of the concept of peacebuilding in the united nations since the early
1990s it analyses how that concept gained life in a particular context and the implications of this process for the organisation s support to societies affected by armed
conflict in general and for peace operations in particular departing from tenets about the influence of ideas in world politics and engaging with the critique of the
liberal peace scholarship the book provides a theoretically informed narrative of how peacebuilding acquired different meanings while remaining largely motivated
justified legitimated and informed by a proactive and top down agenda of promoting liberal democratic institutions norms and values as a remedy to the challenges
faced by societies affected by armed conflict the book will appeal to scholars policymakers and practitioners in peacebuilding and post conflict development
Peacebuilding in the United Nations 2019-05-06 this book assesses the claim that peacebuilding is a moribund international practice its contributors trace the origins
of peacebuilding bring back to memory its moments of triumph and reflect on the reports of its decline the story of peacebuilding parallels the broader story of
liberalism s rise and fall in world politics including the attempt to remedy an ailing patient by administering a magic medicine the local turn its contributors further
write about what may come after peacebuilding as we still know it they describe more locally rooted attempts at building peace and how they operate in the
shadows of and in an ambiguous relationship with governmental and international peacebuilders the book finally suggests that reports of the pending death of
peacebuilding are probably premature peacebuilding is a resilient international practice apt to adjust itself to a changing environment and too important a source of
legitimacy for those that wield power
A Requiem for Peacebuilding? 2020-12-01 this book presents a critical analysis of the liberal peace project and offers possible alternatives and models in the past
decade the model used for reconstructing societies after conflicts has been based on liberal assumptions about the pacifiying effects of open markets and open societies
yet despite the vast resources invested in helping establish the precepts of this liberal peace outcomes have left much to be desired the book argues that failures in
the liberal peace project are not only due to efficiency problems related to its adaptation in adverse local environments but mostly due to problems of legitimacy of
turning an ideal into a doctrine for action the aim of the book is to scrutinize assumptions about the value of democratization and marketization and realities on the
ground by combining theoretical discussions with empirical evidence from key post conflict settings such as iraq and afghanistan these show the disparities that
exist between the ideals and the reality of the liberal peace project as seen by external peacebuilders and domestic actors the book then proposes various alternatives
and modifications to better accommodate local perspectives values and agency in attempts to forge a new consensus this book will be of great interest to students of
peacebuilding peacekeeping statebuilding war and conflict studies international security and ir
Rethinking the Liberal Peace 2011-03-08 this book introduces a new research agenda for visual peace research providing a political analysis of the relationship
between visual representations and the politics of violence nationally and internationally using a range of genres from photography to painting it elaborates on how
people can become agents of their own image
Visual Peace 2013-10-18 the book makes theoretical and empirical contributions to recent debates on hybrid forms of peace and post liberal peace in applying
concepts of power hybridity and resistance and providing different kinds of hybridity and resistance to explore post conflict peacebuilding in sierra leone the author
makes an original contribution to existing literature by providing various ways in which power can be exercised not just between locals and internationals but also
among locals themselves and the nature of peace that is produced this volume provides various ways in which hybridity and resistance can be manifested a more
rigorous development of these concepts not only offers a better understanding of the nature of these concepts but also helps us to distinguish forms of hybridity and
resistance that are emancipatory or transformatory from those that result in people accommodating themselves to their situation this book is an invaluable resource
for scholars and students of peacebuilding peace and conflict studies international relations and african studies and practitioners of peacebuilding and post conflict



reconstruction
Liberal Peace and Post-Conflict Peacebuilding in Africa 2017-01-27 very short introductions brilliant sharp inspiring the concept of peace has always attracted radical
thought action and practices it has been taken to mean merely an absence of overt violence or war but in the contemporary era it is often used interchangeably
with peacemaking peacebuilding conflict resolution and statebuilding the modern concept of peace has therefore broadened from the mere absence of violence to
something much more complicated in this very short introduction oliver richmond explores the evolution of peace in practice and in theory exploring our modern
assumptions about peace and the various different interpretations of its applications this second edition has been theoretically and empirically updated and introduces
a new framework to understand the overall evolution of the international peace architecture about the series the very short introductions series from oxford
university press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area these pocket sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly our
expert authors combine facts analysis perspective new ideas and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable
Peace: A Very Short Introduction 2023-01-24 the guiding principle of peacebuilding over the past quarter century has been liberal peace the promotion of
democracy capitalism and respect for human rights in an effort to prevent a reoccurrence of the nationalism fascism and economic collapse that led to world war ii
this tactichas been relatively successful in reducing war between countries but it has failed to produce lasting peace at the local level the goals of peacebuilding have
changed over time and place but have always been built around intervention with the goal of creating progress in post conflictcountries as oliver p richmond
argues in this book the concept of peace connects the imperial era with the liberal era and now neoliberal eras of states and markets and perhaps with the
developing era of technology and mobility but recent studies have shown that only a minority of modern peaceagreements survive for more than a few years all of
this begs the question of the legitimacy and effectiveness of the liberal peace agenda particularly for scholars looking at the historical development justifications and
tools for intervention this book examines the development of the grand design and various subsequent attempts to develop a peaceful international order and its
implications for the current international peace architecture richmond examines six main theoretical historical stages in this process which have produced
asubstantial though fragile international peace architecture always entangled with and hindered by what might be described as a counter peace framework he
contends that post wwii liberal peace which has aimed to balance liberty with regulation through law democracy human rights and freetrade has recently given
way to a retrogressive technologically driven neoliberal peace which is more oriented towards free trade counter terrorism and insurgency surveillance and state
security the grand design provides a sweeping look at the troubled history of peacebuilding in order toconsider what the next stage post liberal peace might look
like
The Grand Design 2022-05-10 peace interventions can promote violence whilst conflict may be a crucial means for constraining and preventing it this book explores
these statements re thinking the relationships between peace conflict and violence from this perspective it reinterprets several phenomena that challenge the peace
process in northern ireland
Lost in Transformation 2011-01-20 this study thinks with photography about peace it asks how photography can represent peace and how such representation can
contribute to peace the book offers an original critique of the almost exclusive focus on violence in recent work on visual culture and presents a completely new
research agenda within the overall framework of visual peace research critically engaging with both photojournalism and art photography in light of peace theories
it looks for visual representations or anticipations of peace peace or peace as a potentiality in the work of selected photographers including robert capa and richard
mosse thus reinterpreting photography from the spanish civil war to current anti migration politics in europe the book argues that peace photography is episodic
culturally specific process oriented and considerate of both the past and the future
Peace Photography 2018-12-17 by highlighting the scope and limitations of local ngo agencies this book presents a unique perspective of the relationship between



peacebuilding theory and its application in practice outlining how well educated well connected local decision makers and thinkers navigate the uneven power
dynamics of the international aid system
Partnerships, Power and Peacebuilding 2014-09-03 this book demonstrates how peace is an event that comes into being in mundane and corporeal encounters the
book brings living and experiencing sentient body to peace and conflict studies and examines war and peace as socio political institutions that begin and end with
bodies it therefore differs from the wider field of peace and conflict studies where the human body is treated as an abstract and non living entity the book
demonstrates that conflict and violence as well as peace touch our bodies in multiple ways through attending to witnessing wounded remembering silenced and
resistant bodies the empirical cases of the book attest to the scope and diversity of war peace and the political of post conflict peacebuilding the book offers a sustained
engagement with feminist social and political theory and will be of interest to academics and practitioners alike
Corporeal Peacebuilding 2018-09-17 an entirely modern argument for the irrelevance of war as a goal in international affairs
Rethinking War And Peace 2004-05-20 using the case studies of afghanistan iraq bosnia lebanon and northern ireland this book dissects internationally supported
peace interventions looking at issues of security statebuilding civil society and economic and constitutional reform it proposes using the concept of hybridity to
understand the dynamics of societies in transition
International Peacebuilding and Local Resistance 2011-05-26 this book examines the role of everyday action in accepting resisting and reshaping interventions and
the unique forms of peace that emerge from the interactions between local and international actors building on critiques of liberal peace building it redefines critical
peace and conflict studies based on new research from 16 countries
Hybrid Forms of Peace 2011-11-15 this book explores the prospects and limits of international intervention in building peace and creating a new state in an
ethnically divided society and fragmented international order the book offers a critical account of the international missions in kosovo and traces the effectiveness of
fluid forms of interventionism it also explores the co optation of peace by ethno nationalist groups and explores how their contradictory perception of peace
produced an ungovernable peace which has been manifested with intractable ethnic antagonisms state capture and ignorance of the root causes drivers and
consequences of the conflict under these conditions prospects for emancipatory peace have not come from external actors ethno nationalist elite and critical resistance
movements but from local and everyday acts of peace formation and agnostic forms for reconciliation the book proposes an emancipatory agenda for peace in kosovo
embedded on post ethnic politics and joint commitments to peace a comprehensive agenda for reconciliation people centred security and peace enabling external
assistance
Shaping Peace in Kosovo 2017-04-05 this book investigates stalled and dysfunctional peace processes and peace accords in societies experiencing civil wars using a
critical and comparative perspective it offers strategies for rejuvenating and re orientating stalled peace processes and peace accords so that they are more able to
foster sustainable and inclusive peace
No War, No Peace 2016-01-06 this edited book offers a collection of highly nuanced accounts of children and childhoods in peace and conflict across political time and
space organized according to three broad themes ontologies pedagogies and contingencies each chapter explores the complexities of a particular case study providing
new insights into the ways children s lives figure as terrains of engagement contestation ambivalence resistance and reproduction of militarisms the first three
chapters challenge dominant ontologies that prefigure childhood in particular ways these include who counts as a child worthy of protection questions of voice and
participation and the diminution of agency the chapters in the second section bring to view everyday pedagogies whereby myriad knowledges performances
practices and competencies may function to militarize children s lives including in but not limited to advanced post industrial societies of the global north the third
and final section includes investigations that foreground questions of responsibility to children here contributors assess among other things resilience building the



exigencies of protection and the ethics of military recruitment practices targeting children
Childhoods in Peace and Conflict 2021-09-26 many of the peace processes and peace accords over the past decade have ushered in poor quality of peace that makes
little difference to the security and standard of living of citizens in post peace accord societies this book investigates stalled and dysfunctional peace processes and
peace accords in societies experiencing civil wars using a critical and comparative perspective it offers strategies for rejuvenating and re orientating stalled peace
processes and peace accords so that they are more able to foster sustainable and inclusive peace
No War, No Peace 2006-12-09 the book offers a critical analysis of legitimacy in peacebuilding with a focus on peace negotiations and civil society participation in
particular the aim of this book is to unpack the meaning of legitimacy for the population in peacebuilding processes and the relationship this has with civil society
involvement there is a growing consensus for addressing local concerns in peacebuilding with the aim of ensuring local ownership moreover scholars have noted a
relationship between civil society inclusion in peace negotiations and legitimacy yet the very idea of legitimacy remains a black box using data from original
empirical fieldwork including over 100 semi structured interviews and 12 focus group discussions the book focuses on two case studies of negotiations that
respectively ended a long civil war in liberia in 2003 and ended the post election violence in kenya in 2008 it argues that civil society involvement is conceptually
insufficient to show a multidimensional understanding of legitimacy instead the book shows a complex picture of legitimate peace negotiations based on outcome
and participation based characteristics with the involvement of both guarantors of legitimacy and a more general civic agency which includes the general
population through forms of participative communication the passive audience become active stakeholders in the construction of legitimacy this has repercussions
for how we think about civil society and peacebuilding more generally this book will be of much interest to students of peacebuilding conflict resolution security
studies and ir in general
Legitimacy in Peacebuilding 2017-09-13 this book contributes to key debates in peacebuilding by exploring the role of theatre and art in general premaratna argues
that the dialogical and multi voiced nature of theatre is particularly suited to assisting societies coming to terms with conflict and opening up possibilities for
conversation these are important parts of the peacebuilding process the book engages the conceptual links between theatre and peacebuilding and then offers an in
depth empirical exploration of how three south asian theatre groups approach peacebuilding jana karaliya in sri lanka jana sanskriti in india and sarwanam in nepal
the ensuing reflections offer insights that are relevant to both students and practitioners concerned with issues of peace and conflict
Theatre for Peacebuilding 2018-05-05 written by international practitioners and scholars this pioneering work offers important insights into peace mediation
practice today and the role of third parties in the resolution of armed conflicts the authors reveal how peace mediation has developed into a complex arena and how
multifaceted assistance has become an indispensable part of it offering unique reflections on the new frameworks set out by the un they look at the challenges and
opportunities of third party involvement with its policy focus and real world examples from across the globe this is essential reading for researchers of peace and
conflict studies and a go to reference point for advisors involved in peace processes
Rethinking Peace Mediation 2021-01-11 earth at risk in the 21st century offers critical interdisciplinary reflections on peace security gender relations migration and
the environment all of which are threatened by climate change with women and children affected most deep rooted gender discrimination is also a result of the
destructive exploitation of natural resources and the pollution of soils water biota and air in the anthropocene the management of human society and global resources
has become unsustainable and has created multiple conflicts by increasing survival threats primarily for poor people in the global south alternative approaches to
peace and security focusing from bottom up on an engendered peace with sustainability may help society and the environment to be managed in the highly fragile
natural conditions of a hothouse earth thus the book explores systemic alternatives based on indigenous wisdom gift economy and the economy of solidarity in
which an alternative cosmovision fosters mutual care between humankind and nature special analysis of risks to the survival of humankind in the 21st century



interdisciplinary studies on peace security gender and environment related to global environmental and climate change critical reflections on gender relations peace
security migration and the environment systematic analysis of food water health energy security and its nexus alternative proposals from the global south with
indigenous wisdom for saving mother earth
Earth at Risk in the 21st Century: Rethinking Peace, Environment, Gender, and Human, Water, Health, Food, Energy Security, and Migration 2020-04-03 a critical
study of incentives commonly used to induce non state armed groups to engage in peace negotiations offers a closer analysis of these incentives which offer such
groups a place or a stake in governance suggesting that not only are they frequently ineffective but that they can have unintended and dangerous side effects
Peace as Governance 2008-04-16 international peacebuilding has reached an impasse its lofty ambitions have resulted in at best middling success punctuated by
moments of outright failure the discrediting of the term liberal peacebuilding has seen it evolve to respond to the numerous critiques notions such as inclusive
peace merge the liberal paradigm with critical notions of context and the need to refine practices to take account of the local or complexity however how this
would translate into clear guidance for the practice of peacebuilding is unclear paradoxically contemporary peacebuilding policy has reached an unprecedented level
of vagueness peace in political unsettlement provides an alternative response rooted in a new discourse which aims to speak both to the experience of working in
peace process settings it maps a new understanding of peace processes as institutionalising formalised political unsettlement and points out new ways of engaging
with it the book points to the ways in which peace processes institutionalise forms of disagreement creating ongoing processes to manage it rather than resolve it it
suggests a modest approach of providing hooks to future processes maximising the use of creative non solutions and practices of disrelation are discussed as pathways
for pragmatic post war transitions it is only by understanding the nature and techniques of formalised political unsettlement that new constructive ways of
engaging with it can be found
Peace in Political Unsettlement 2018-12-11 challenges conventional views of what it means to do justice in the aftermath of mass atrocities from a legal perspective
Re-Thinking Transitional Justice for the 21st Century 2018-03 this book offers perspectives from the ground on human rights and peace in timor leste by
highlighting the local voices this book draws on their experience and expertise in engaging with questions concerning the nexus between human rights peace and
development it posits that these concepts no longer mean absence of conflict and argues that sustainable peace must be built from rights frameworks to protect the
locals interests in the processes acknowledging the lack of autonomy on local actors in peace making contexts the book emphasizes the urgent need to facilitate the
creation of political and social structures that can support and offer contextual rights and dignity for the timorese community
Rethinking Human Rights and Peace in Post-Independence Timor-Leste Through Local Perspectives 2021-10-30 peace interventions can promote violence whilst
conflict may be a crucial means for constraining and preventing it this book explores these statements re thinking the relationships between peace conflict and
violence from this perspective itreinterprets several phenomena that challenge the peace process in northern ireland
Lost in Transformation 2011 this volume calls for an empirical extension of the local turn within peace research building on insights from conflict transformation
gender studies critical international relations and anthropology the contributions critique existing peace research methods as affirming unequal power marginalizing
local communities and stripping the peace kept of substantive agency and voice by incorporating scholars from these various fields the volume pushes for more
locally grounded ethnographic and potentially participatory approaches while recognizing that any ethnographic peace research epr agenda must incorporate a
variety of methodologies the volume nonetheless paves a clear path for the much needed empirical turn within the local turn literature
Ethnographic Peace Research 2017-11-24 with inevitable major economic and political transformations ahead ngos need to acknowledge and manage their policy
dilemmas so that they can anticipate the many inevitable problems that consistently arise in attempting to avoid the return of war by building peace over the
medium to long term



Privatizing the Democratic Peace 2011-12-14 this book explores the powerful role of ordinary people s agency in times of violent conflict drawing on extensive
fieldwork and a critical discourse analysis the author draws out the motivations drivers and strategies at individual and community levels with a focus on people s
own voices this research highlights rich findings showing a wide range of experiences and actions that people engaged in during the violent conflict and
dimensions that are often missed in dominant explanations of violent conflict therefore while looking at peace and conflict from an everyday perspective the
question of power and the meaning of peace knowledge become central this monograph addresses the power of people s agency not only in shaping the politics and
dynamics of violence but also in redefining what peace and change ought to look like essential reading for researchers and students of peace and conflict studies and
also international relations security studies resistance studies anthropology politics international development
How People Respond to Violence 2022-09-19 the field of peacemaking is in turbulent change there are more peacemaking actors than before but fewer success
stories and an increasing number of violent conflicts tend to resist negotiated agreements tools and practices created for traditional inter and intra state conflicts have
become ineffective and revision of old mediation practices is called for this book examines how the private peacemaking organisations have faced this challenge in
the 21st century private peacemakers have become a central part of peace diplomacy and have appeared as flexible actors whose innovative thinking paves the way
for reconsidering and reinventing old practices of mediation instead of emphasizing the act of resolution a new emphasis is given to the transformation of violence
into a peace system the complexity of conflict and the inadequateness of rational management furthermore this shift has brought civic society actors from the field
of reconciliation to the field of peace mediation this new pragmatic approach under development can be called dialogic mediation
The Era of Private Peacemakers 2018-07-07 this book is open access under a cc by 4 0 license this edited volume examines the policies and practices of rising powers
on peacebuilding it analyzes how and why their approaches differ from those of traditional donors and multilateral institutions the policies of the rising powers
towards peacebuilding may significantly influence how the un and others undertake peacebuilding in the future this book is an invaluable resource for practitioners
policy makers researchers and students who want to understand how peacebuilding is likely to evolve over the next decades
Rising Powers and Peacebuilding 2017-08-29
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